Activity Report for the year 2019:

Right after receipt of fund, we started working on inspection of wheelchairs for those recipient's we could reach them in order to repair their tricycle/wheelchair. We also start looking for new recipients for distribution of wheelchair. Till now we were able to inspect more than 27 tricycles/wheelchairs and repaired 8 out of them. More than 20 schools have been met for finding new recipients and found only six. New wheelchair distributed to them. Please see below for more details about works took place till now.

1. The distribution of new wheelchairs to the following beneficiaries;

No. 01  
Name: Moqadassa  
Class/occupation: Ninth  
School/work station: Reshkhor Family Girls School  
Age: 14 yrs  
Cause of disabilities: Polio  
Receiver Comment: I appreciate the kind support from MESAA for making my dream possible.

No. 02  
Name: Rohina  
Class/occupation: Ninth  
School/work station: Reshkhor Family Girls School  
Age: 18 yrs  
Cause of disabilities: Congenital  
Receiver Comment: It is really new to me to hear and even take a wheelchair form the source that was unbelievable to me. Thank you all making it possible.
No. 03
Name: Nazira
Class/occupation: Eight
School/work station: Rishkhor Family Girls School
Age: 15 yrs
Cause of disabilities: Mine Explosion
Receiver Comment: I am indeed happy having this to make me move by myself. Thank you very much for your generous support.

No. 04
Name: Ewaz Ali
Class/occupation: Mobile fixing technician
School/work station: Self Employment
Age: 30 yrs
Cause of disabilities: Rocket Explosion
Receiver Comment: This is the second tricycle I am receiving from you MESAA. The first one made me able to finish my school and technical education to become self-sufficient. This will help me to continue my work. Your support is highly appreciated!
MESAA Note: This was the sample tricycle were received from Thailand in 2013 and distributed to Ewaz Ali to make him able to continue his work.

No. 05
Name: Sayed Shoja
Class/occupation: Eleventh
School/work station: Ghazi Abdullah High School
Age: 18 yrs
Cause of disabilities: Mine Explosion
Receiver Comment: I did not know about MESAA and it is great support to people like me. Thanks you for your donation and making me able to move by myself.
No. 06
Name: Jan Ali
Class/occupation: Teacher
School/work station: Ghazi Abdullah High School
Age: 55 yrs
Cause of disabilities: Rocket explosion
Receiver Comment: I was unable to come to school some days of the year, especially in the summer because of hot. This will help me a lot to be in school every day. Thanks all giving hand to make it possible and God bless you all!

No. 06
Name: Hekmatullah
Class/occupation: Eleventh
School/work station: Ghazi Abdullah High School
Age: 17 yrs
Cause of disabilities: Mine Explosion
Receiver Comment: Thanks you MESAA team for this kind help. This will help me move by myself and do not

No. 07
Name: Asadullah
Class/occupation: Student
School/work station: Rasekh private School
Age: 34 yrs
Cause of disabilities: Rocket explosion
Receiver Comment: I am thankful of MESAA’s team support providing me this wheelchair to make me able to continue my education in private school. Thanks much all!
2. Inspection of 27 tricycles/wheelchair and the maintenance service for up to 8 wheelchairs/tricycle. The number will increase for final/annual report.

01. Name: Jawed, distributed in 2004.

Comments from Receiver: Thanks for continuous support to me for keeping my tricycle move. It is marvelous!

02. Name: Nik Mohammad, distributed in 2012, local made.

Comments from user/receiver: I really thank you for providing the good service of fixing my tricycle. It is hard for me to pay the cost of fixing and keep it active.
03. Name: Mohammad Ali, Distributed in 2004.

Comments from user/receiver: I really appreciate from all of you for the very kind support from bottom of my hearth. Thanks for providing me services for keeping my tricycle active and running. It was not possible for me to keep this active this long.

04. Name: Abdul Shafi, distributed in 2012.

Comments from Receiver: If I do not get MESAA support I could not keep this active because I don’t know the sources to get material to do so.
05. Name: Nik Mohammad, distributed in 2012, local made.
   Repaired on Oct 2019
   Comments from receiver: Repairing serviced to my tricycle make me moving. Thanks a lot for your support.

06. Name: Asadullah, distributed in 2019.
    Comments from Receiver: It was difficult to use it with it tubeless tires. Converting it from tubeless to tires and tube model will help me a lot. Thanks MESAA for you kind support to me.
07. Name: Mohammad Jawed, distributed in 2012.
Repaired on July 2019
Comments from receiver: I am using it a lot these days and the repairing service is an excellent help to me. I will make me move.

Repaired on: Nov 2019
Comments from Receiver: It is excellent! MESAA was a big supporter to my education and now is the big supporter for running my life. Thanks a lot MESAA!

Summary of mid 2019:
We started implementation of project as soon as we received the fund for FY 2019. Screening for new receivers and following up for broken wheelchairs and tricycles started as soon as we heard about funding for 2019.
With this year financial and technical support from Collaborative Music Workshop (CMW) we were able to distribute and repair affirmation number of wheelchairs and tricycles for this FY. The direct beneficiaries (receivers/user) and indirect beneficiaries (family member and teachers) are very happy, appreciative for all in touch and asked for extension and expansion of the project.
For more information, please contact:
Medi Educational Support Association for Afghanistan (MESAA)
C/O SAHA, Near Russian Embassy, Darul Aman Road, Ayub Khan Mina, Kabul, Afghanistan.
Mobile: 0093-(0) 772 01 64 49, Afghanistan Kabul
Email: mesaa_afg@yahoo.com, ahmadyarmd@yahoo.co.jp, zabi1977@yahoo.com